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LEGAL DISCLAIMER AND CONDITIONS OF USE 

 
 This document contains information for the Iridium 9602-N Short Burst Data Transceiver and 

accompanying accessories (“Product”) is provided “as is.” Reasonable effort has been made to make the 

information in this document reliable and consistent with specifications, test measurements and other 

information. However, NAL Research Corporation and its affiliated companies, directors, officers, employees, 

agents, trustees or consultants (“NAL Research”) assume no responsibility for any typographical, technical, 

content or other inaccuracies in this document. NAL Research reserves the right in its sole discretion and 

without notice to you to change Product specifications and materials and/or revise this document or 

withdraw it at any time. User assumes the full risk of using the Product specifications and any other 

information provided. 

 NAL Research makes no representations, guarantees, conditions or warranties, either express or 

implied, including without limitation, any implied representations, guarantees, conditions or warranties of 

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement, satisfactory quality, non-interference, 

accuracy of informational content, or arising from a course of dealing, law, usage, or trade practice, use, or 

related to the performance or nonperformance of any products, accessories, facilities or services or 

information except as expressly stated in this guide and/or the Product and/or satellite service 

documentation. Any other standards of performance, guarantees, conditions and warranties are hereby 

expressly excluded and disclaimed to the fullest extent permitted by the law. This disclaimer and exclusion 

shall apply even if the express limited warranty contained in this guide or such documentation fails of its 

essential purpose. 

 In no event shall NAL Research be liable, whether in contract or tort or any other legal theory, including 

without limitation strict liability, gross negligence or negligence, for any damages in excess of the purchase 

price of the Product, including any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages of any kind, 

or loss of revenue or profits, loss of business, loss of privacy, loss of use, loss of time or inconvenience, loss 

of information or data, software or applications or other financial loss caused by the Product (including 

hardware, software and/or firmware) and/or the Iridium satellite services, or arising out of or in connection 

with the ability or inability to use the Product (including hardware, software and/or firmware) and/or the 

Iridium satellite services to the fullest extent these damages may be disclaimed by law and whether advised 

of the possibilities of such damages. NAL Research is not liable for any claim made by a third party or made 

by you for a third party. 
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GLOSSARY 

 

 
 BIS  Bureau of Industry and Security 

 CE  Conformite Europeene 

 DAV  Data After Voice 

 DoD EMSS DoD Enhanced Mobile Satellite Services 

 DSN  Defense Switch Network 

 DTE  Data Terminal Equipment 

 EAR  Export Administration Regulations 

 FDMA  Frequency Division Multiple Access 

 GPS  Global Positioning System 

 ISU  Iridium Subscriber Unit 

 LNA  Low Noise Amplifier 

 MMCX  Micro-Miniature Coaxial 

 MO-SBD  Mobile-Originated SBD 

 MT-SBD  Mobile-Terminated SBD 

 OFAC  Office of Foreign Asset Controls 

 PCB  Printed Circuit Board 

 RHCP  Right Hand Circular Polarization 

 RX  Receiving 

 RUDICS  Router-Based Unrestricted Digital Internetworking Connectivity Solution 

 PSTN  Public Switch Telephone Network 

 SBD  Short Burst Data 

 SIM  Subscriber Identity Module 

 SMS  Short Message Service 

 TDD  Time Domain Duplex 

 TDMA  Time Division Multiple Access 

 TX  Transmitting 

 VSWR  Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

 This document describes the electrical and mechanical interfaces of the 9602-N. The 9602-N is a 

satellite modem comprised of an Iridium 9602 transceiver with extended input voltage range. It only allows 

short-burst data (SBD) connectivity to the Iridium satellite network. It does not support voice, circuit 

switched data, or short message service (SMS). Similar to a standard landline modem, the 9602-N can be 

controlled by any data terminal equipment (DTE) capable of sending standard AT commands via an RS232 

serial port. A DTE can be a desktop computer, a laptop computer, a PDA, or even a micro-controller. NAL 

Research can enable the 9602-N to utilize either the Iridium commercial gateway or the DoD EMSS Gateway 

when requested by an authorized user. Key features of the 9602-N include: 

 Does not incorporate nor need a SIM card to operate 

 Has an automatic notification indicating a message is queued at the gateway 

 Offers a maximum mobile originated (MO) message size of 340 bytes 

 Offers a maximum mobile terminated (MT) message size of 270 bytes 

 Supports RS232 serial connection 

 Capable of voltage range from 5VDC to 32VDC 

 
IMPORTANT: EMSS-enabled 9602-N must first be provisioned (signed up for airtime) with 

EMSS SBD Service before testing or field use. Accessing the DoD EMSS Gateway is not 

authorized until the 9602-N is provisioned. Unauthorized attempts to access the DoD EMSS 

Gateway will result in immediate disabling of the offending device, which must then be 

returned to NAL Research for repair. See https://sbd.pac.disa.mil for more information 

regarding EMSS service provisioning. 

 

2.0 SPECIFICATIONS 

2.1 Mechanical Specifications 

Dimensions: 2.81” x 1.90” x 0.91” (71 mm x 48 mm x 23 mm) 

Weight (approximately): 4.8 oz (136 g) 

Multi-Interface Connector: 15-Pin D-Sub 

Iridium Antenna: SMA 

Enclosure: Aluminum Alloy/EMI shielding 

2.2 RF Specifications 

 Operating Frequency: 1616 to 1626.5 MHz 

Duplexing Method:  TDD 

Input/Output Impedance: 50  

Multiplexing Method:  TDMA/FDMA 

2.3 Radio Characteristics 

 Average Power during a Transmit Slot (Max): 1.6W 

Receiver Sensitivity at 50 (Typical):                –117 dBm 

Maximum Cable Loss Permitted: 2dB 

Link Margin – Downlink: 13dB 

Link Margin – Uplink:  7dB 

https://sbd.pac.disa.mil/
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2.4 Electrical Specifications 

Input Voltage Range: +4.5VDC to +5.5VDC or +6.5VDC to +32VDC 

Main Input Voltage Ripple: < 40mV peak-to-peak 

Idle Current (Average): 45mA @ 5VDC 

Idle Current (Peak): 195mA @ 5VDC 

Transmit Current (Average): 190mA @ 5VDC 

Transmit Current (Peak): 1.5A @ 5VDC 

Receive Current (Average): 45mA @ 5VDC 

Receive Current (Peak): 195mA @ 5VDC 

SBD Message Transfer Current (Average): 190mA 

SBD Message Transfer Power (Average): <= 1.0W 
 

NOTE: The power requirements apply to DC power measured at the 9602-N multi-interface 

connector input. The average power consumption may vary depending on the field-of-view 

between the 9602-N antenna and the Iridium satellite. 

 
2.5 Environmental Specifications 

Operating Temperature Range:  –40oF to +185oF (–40oC to +85oC)  

Operating Humidity Range: < 75% RH 

Storage Temperature Range: –40oF to +185oF (–40oC to +85oC) 

Storage Humidity Range: < 93% RH 
 

NOTE: Operating temperature range based on a duty-cycled usage model with the stand-

alone 9602 transceiver sending one SBD message per hour and is otherwise turned off 

during the hour. 

2.6 Data I/O Specifications 

 Short-Burst Data: 340 bytes for Mobile-Originated  

 Short-Burst Data: 270 bytes for Mobil-Terminated 

 Hardware Interface: RS232 

Software Interface: Standard AT Commands 

2.7 Reference Documents 

 Product Information Model 9602-N 

 General Description of Model 9602-N (TN2010-210-V1.0) 

AT Commands for Models 9602 (TN2010-111-V1.0) 

SatTerm Software Manual (TN2009-19-V7.0) 

Additional Information on DirectIP SBD (TN2007-637-V1.0) 

Additional Information on SBD (AN2007-07-V3.3.0) 

 

3.0 MECHANICAL INTERFACES 

 The 9602-N is intended to be used as a modem connected to a DTE via an RS232 serial interface. The 

9602-N incorporates two different connectors—a multi-interface connector and an SMA Iridium antenna 

connector—as shown in Figure 1. When requested by users, an SMA GPS pass-through connector can be 
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installed as an option (see Section 6.0). The 9602-N is provided with four mounting holes one at each 

corner. It is recommended that 6-32 screws be used to fasten the modem down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

4.0 MULTI-INTERFACE CONNECTOR 

 The multi-interface connector is a male 15-pin miniature D-Sub type that includes five interfaces—DC 

power input, power on/off control, RS232 data interface, network availability output and supply power 

indicator output. Individual pin assignments are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Pin assignments for the multi-interface connector. 

 

4.1 RS232 Data Interface (9-Wire Configuration) 

 The 9602-N supports a standard RS232 serial interface to a host system DTE incorporating hardware 

handshaking and flow control. The RS232 interface comprises of eight signals and a ground as shown in 

Table 1. The RS232 interface allows a connected DTE to utilize the 9602-N’s functionality through AT 

commands. Note that the ring indicator is used by the 9602-N to indicate that a mobile-terminated SBD 

PIN # SIGNAL DESCRIPTION INTERFACE 

1 EXT_PWR External DC Power Input +5.0VDC 0.5V 

2 EXT_PWR External DC Power Input +6.5VDC to +32VDC 

3 EXT_GND External GND Input 0V 

4 ON/OFF ON/OFF Control Input; ON>=2.0V; OFF<=0.5V Analog 

5 SUPPLY_OUT Supply Power Indicator Output +3.3V, 5mA Max. 

6 S_TX RS232 Transmit Data Input RS232 Data 

7 S_RX RS232 Receive Data Output RS232 Data 

8 SIG_GND Signal Ground, 0V Signal Reference and Return 0V 

9 DCD RS232 Data Carrier Detect Output RS232 Data 

10 DSR RS232 Data Set Ready Output RS232 Data 

11 CTS RS232 Clear To Send Output RS232 Data 

12 RI RS232 Ring Indicator Output RS232 Data 

13 RTS RS232 Request To Send Input RS232 Data 

14 DTR RS232 Data Terminal Ready Input RS232 Data 

15 NET AVAIL Network Availability; Avail=High, Not Avail=Low 3.3V Digital 

Figure 1. Mechanical drawings of the 9602-N. 

Iridium Antenna Connector 
Multi-Interface Connector 
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(MT-SBD) message is queued at the gateway. The DTE can monitor this pin and use appropriate AT 

commands to retrieve the MT-SBD message. The 9602-N does not support autobaud. The baud rate must be 

set using the AT+IPR command. The factory-set baud rate is 19.2 kbits/sec. 

4.2 RS232 Data Interface (3-Wire Configuration) 

 The 9602-N’s RS232 interface operates as a 9-wire connection and it is a recommended configuration. 

However, the 9602-N may also be operated with a 3-wire connection, where only transmit, receive and 

ground signals are used with no flow control. Several steps must be taken to allow 3-wire configuration. 

These steps ensure the 9602-N and DTE to work together without having hardware handshaking. 

1. AT&Dn must be set to AT&D0 to ignore the DTR input 

2. AT&Kn must be set to AT&K0 to disable RTS/CTS flow control 

3. The other output signals may be connected and operate as follows: 

a. CTS driven ON (low) 

b. DSR operates as normal 

c. RI operates as normal 

d. DCD driven ON (low) 

 Note that RTS/CTS flow control, when enabled, is only used when the data port is in SBD data mode. In 

AT command mode, RTS is ignored and CTS is driven ON (low). 

4.3 DC Power Interface 

 DC power interface comprises of two DC power inputs, a ground input and a control signal as 

summarized in Table 1. The 9602-N accepts either +5VDC input through pin#1 or +6.5VDC to +32VDC 

input through pin#2. The 9602-N is shipped with hardware set for +5VDC input. It can be changed to 

+6.5VDC to +32VDC input through an internal jumper. The jumper can be found by removing the modem’s 

top plate. With the 9602-N held in the position shown in Figure 2 (DB15 connector on the left side and SMA 

antenna connector on the right side), the 9602-N is set for +5VDC when the jumper is on the left pin and is 

set for +6.5VDC to +32VDC when the jumper is on the right pin. Both the power pins on the multi-interface 

connector and their corresponding voltage settings on the jumper must be used for the unit to power up 

properly. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: User can remove the 9602-N’s top plate to set the jumper but not for repair 

or services. The warranty is voided if the 9602-N is disassembled for any reason other than 

to set the jumper. 

Figure 2. Power input setting for the 9602-N. 

Jumper used to 
set input voltage 
range 
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 Plots of DC power requirement for the 9602-N are found in Appendix A. In addition, the power supply 

must also guarantee the followings: 

 The supply voltage drop over for a 8.3msec burst should not be more than 0.2V. 

 The power supply should provide for over current protection in case of device malfunction. 

 The supply noise should be less than the limits in the following profile: 

100mV peak-to-peak from 0 to 50kHz 

5mV peak-to-peak at 1MHz measured in 50kHz bandwidth 

10mV peak-to-peak at 1MHz measured in 1MHz bandwidth 

5mV peak-to-peak above 5MHz measured in 1MHz bandwidth  

 
 Cables used to supply power to the 9602-N should be kept as short as possible to prevent significant 

voltage drop, which can cause the 9602-N to malfunction during an SBD session. Power reset by the 9602-N 

during an SBD session is an indicative of the power source unable to sustain required peak current demand. 

4.4 Power On/Off Control 

 The 9602-N is shipped with hardware set for automatic start up when power is applied—whether the 

voltage setting is for +5VDC or for +6.5VDC to +32VDC. As long as the input voltage is applied, an internal 

logic high on pin#4 turns the 9602-N on ignoring the external voltage input to this pin. 

 If external ON/OFF control is required, pin#4 on the multi-interface connector can be set to accept an 

external analog signal (ON>=2.0V; OFF<=0.5V) to turn a powered 9602-N on and off bypassing the internal 

controller. When pin#4 is pulled to GND level (i.e. below 0.5V), the powered 9602-N will be in the off state 

and when it is pulled to HIGH level (i.e. above 2.0V but not to exceed 5V) the powered 9602-N will be in the 

on state. The current drawn on the external load used to pull the 9602-N to HIGH is no more than 0.5mA. 

The internal ON/OFF controller can be disconnected by turning the internal rotary switch counterclockwise. 

The switch can be found by removing the modem’s top plate. With the 9602-N held in the position shown in 

Figure 3 (DB15 connector on the left and SMA antenna connector on the right), the 9602-N is set for internal 

ON/OFF when the grove on rotary switch is in the ‘\’ position and is set for external ON/OFF when the grove 

on the rotary switch is in the ‘/’ position. A flathead screw driver can be used to turn the rotary switch to 

toggle between the two settings. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 Prior to turning off the 9602-N a “flush memory” (AT*F) command should be issued to ensure all 

memory write activity is completed. When a 9602-N has been turned off, users should not reapply power on 

Figure 3. External ON/OFF setting for the 9602-N. 

Rotary switch 
used to set power 
On/Off control 
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a unit until more than 2 seconds has elapsed after power has reached 0V. Additionally, if a unit does not 

respond to AT commands, power off the module, wait for 2 seconds and then power it back on. When a 

9602-N is powered off the power on reset circuit requires 2 seconds for voltages to decay. If the 2 second 

wait time is not adhered to the reset circuit may not operate and the 9602-N could be placed in a non-

operational state. The state is not permanent and can be rectified by the above procedure. 

4.5 DC Supply Indicator Output 

 A DC supply indicator signal is provided by the 9602-N on pin#5, which could be used directly for 

driving an LED to provide a visible indication that the 9602-N supply is on. Alternatively the output signal 

could be used in application logic to determine if the internal 9602-N power supply is on. 

4.6 Network Availability Output 

 The digital output of pin#15 can be used to determine when the 9602-N has visibility to the Iridium 

satellite network or the Iridium network is “available”. Network Available means only that the 9602-N can 

successfully receive the Ring Channel, or, put more simply, it can see an Iridium satellite. Network Available 

is not a guarantee that a message can be successfully sent. The Network Available state is evaluated every 

time the Ring Channel is received or missed. If the Ring Channel is visible, then it is updated every 4 

seconds. If the Ring Channel is not currently visible, then the update period can be as long as 2 minutes, 

depending on how long the lack of satellite visibility existed. This is because the 9602-N attempts to 

conserve power by increasing the ring search interval while the satellites are not visible. Every time a ring 

search fails, the time to wait is increased and eventually limits at 120 seconds. The wait time between 

search windows is reset to 4 seconds every time a search succeeds.  

 If Network Available is currently off, user may still attempt an SBDI[X] session. This will force the 9602-

N to look for the Ring Channel immediately, and on finding it, to attempt to send the message. In this case 

Network Available will not come on immediately. The Network Available does not turn on while in a +SBDI 

session. It will, however, turn on 4 seconds later assuming that the Ring Channel is present. After the SBD 

session completes, the 9602-N performs a new Ring Channel search sequence, at the end of which Network 

Available gets turned on. That can take between 4 and 12 seconds. If the +SBDI attempt fails to find the 

ring channel, the search window does not reset to 4 seconds. Note that the behavior of +CIEV:1 is identical 

in to that of the Network Available output. 

4.7 S-Meter Performance 

 The S-meter readings reported over the AT command interface indicate the signal strength of a 9602-N. 

Care should be taken when using the S-meter readings for comparisons between devices. Of particular note 

are the followings: 

1. There is a 0.5 dB tolerance on calibrating the S-meter. 

2. Each signal strength bar represents a 2 dB increment. 

3. Multiple ring channels can be present at the same time so units can lock to different signals. 

4. If the reading is near the decision threshold it would be easy to see a 1 bar difference 

 

5.0 IRIDIUM ANTENNA CONNECTOR 

 The 9602-N uses a single SMA female 50-ohm antenna connector for both transmit and receive. The 

mating SMA male connectors are readily available from many RF hardware providers. Cable loss between 
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the 9602-N and the antenna is critical and must be kept to less than 3dB at the operating frequency of 1616 

to 1626.5 MHz. Implementation loss higher than this will affect the Iridium link performance and quality of 

service. The 9602-N should be connected to an antenna with the characteristics shown in table below. 

 
 

 

 NAL Research offers several types of antennas for use with the 9602-N. These antennas include the 

fixed mast, mobile magnetic/permanent mount and portable auxiliary. For low-cost and applications where 

small form-factor and light-weight are required, NAL Research highly recommends model SYN7391-C. If the 

specific application requires a custom antenna, it must meet the following characteristics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.0 GPS PASS-THROUGH 

 As an option, a second SMA connector can be installed by NAL Research on the 9602-N to be used as a 

pass-through connection from the Iridium antenna path. It is provided for GPS receivers that wish to share 

the Iridium antenna. An overview of this circuit is provided in Figure 4. Users must select a wideband 

Iridium antenna with appropriate sensitivity in both the Iridium frequency and the GPS frequency. The 

9602-N will allow for GPS signals to pass at all times except during Iridium transmitter burst. This will 

protect the GPS receiver from electrically overstress condition with a minimum impact on the GPS reception 

and functionality. However, the Iridium signal CANNOT be totally isolated. During the SBD transmit burst, 

there will be leakage of the 1616 to 1626 MHz to the GPS port which can significantly degrade the quality of 

the GPS signals. Appropriate SAW filters must be implemented in the front end of the GPS receiver. The GPS 

pass through SMA connector must be terminated with a 50 load when not in use. A suitable load is the 

Huber+Suhner 65_SMA-50-0-1/111_NE. 

 The GPS pass through can be turned on by applying a 1.2VDC threshold to the GPS SMA connector. The 

DC bias on the GPS antenna connector is similar to having an active GPS antenna. In normal operation this 

bias would be used to power the LNA inside the active antenna. For the Iridium 9602-N, the bias voltage is 

used to activate an RF switch and enable connection of the GPS port to the antenna port. With external 

PARAMETER VALUE 

Input/Output Impedance 50 Ohms nominal 

Gain 3 dBi 

Polarization RHCP 

VSWR (Maximum Operational) 1.5 to 1 

PARAMETER VALUE 

Operating Temperature Range –40oC/+85oC without loss of function 

Measurement Frequency Range 1616 to 1626.5 MHz 

Return Loss (Minimum) 9.5 dB (<1.5:1 VSWR) 

Gain 0.0 dBic (weighted average minimum) 

Minimum ‘Horizon’ Gain –2.0 dBic (82 o conic average) 

Nominal Impedance 50 Ohms 

Polarization Right Hand Circular (RHCP) 

Basic Pattern Omni directional and hemispherical 
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power applied but the 9602-N off, the GPS path is still available for use. A DC voltage on the GPS connector 

will activate the LNA in the 9602-N, and the 9602-N draws ~10mA from the 9602-N supply. With external 

power applied and the 9602-N inactive, and the GPS path not enabled, the quiescent current consumption 

will be less than 0.5mA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 The following operational points should be noted when using the GPS receivers connected to the pass-

through GPS SMA connector: 

 The GPS pass-through path is activated by detecting the presence of a DC voltage on the center-pin 

of the GPS connector. The 9602-N uses the voltage from the GPS center pin to switch on the RX 

path and requires minimal current of less than 100A. The GPS path is activated when this center-

pin voltage is higher than 1.2V. 

 There is a path loss of approximately 3dB in the receive direction from Iridium SMA connector to the 

GPS SMA connector.  

 The GPS receive path is temporarily switched off during transmissions from the 9602-N. 

 As long as power supply to the 9602-N is connected and the DC voltage on the GPS connector is 

present, the GPS pass-through path is made available. The GPS path is available even when the 

9602-N has been turned off using its On/Off control signal. 

 The GPS receiver must present 50impedance across the Iridium band or SBD performance could 

be degraded. 

 The output return loss is typically 8 dB. 

 

7.0 CONFIGURATION SETTINGS 

 The 9602-N allows the DTE to configure the data port communication parameters. The three 

configuration types are active, factory default, and stored. The active configuration is the set of parameters 

currently in use. They can be changed by the DTE individually via specific AT commands. The factory default 

Figure 4. GPS path when 9602-N is not transmitting and GPS is active. 
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configuration is stored in permanent memory. This configuration can be recalled at any time through use of 

the AT&Fn command. 

 Two groups of settings, or “profiles”, can be stored as user-defined configurations. The DTE first creates 

desired active configurations and then writes them to memory using the AT&Wn command. These profiles 

can be designated to be loaded as the active configuration upon 9602-N power-up through use of the AT&Yn 

command. The 9602-N can be reset without loss of power to these profiles through use of the ATZn.  

 

8.0 MODES OF OPERATIONS 

 The RS232 serial interface to a host system DTE is always in one of three modes: command mode, SBD 

data mode or SBD session mode. When the data port is in command mode, AT commands can be entered to 

control the 9602-N. In command mode, flow control has no effect, with the RTS input ignored and the CTS 

output driven ON (low). When in SBD data mode, the 9602-N is transferring binary or text SBD message 

data to or from the DTE. 

 In SBD data mode:  

 All characters from the DTE not forming part of the message data are ignored (i.e. no AT 

commands may be entered).  

 No unsolicited result codes are issued.  

 RTS/CTS flow control, if enabled, is active. When RTS is OFF (high), the 9602-N suspends 

transfer of data to the DTE; when CTS is OFF (high), the 9602-N expects the DTE to suspend 

transfer of data to the 9602-N. 

 When in SBD session mode, the 9602-N is attempting to conduct an SBD session with the Iridium 

network. In SBD session mode:  

 The DTE must wait for the +SBDI [X][A] session result code.  

 All characters from the DTE are ignored.  

 Unsolicited result codes are issued where those codes have been enabled. 

 Transitions between the modes of operation are performed automatically by the 9602-N in response to 

the SBD AT commands; the DTE has no other control over the mode.  

 

9.0 HARDWARE FAILURE REPORTING 

 If the 9602-N detects a hardware problem during initialization, it may not be able to function. Under 

such case, the 9602-N will notify the DTE by issuing an unsolicited result code at the end of initialization:  

 HARDWARE FAILURE: <subsys>,<error> 

where <subsys> identifies the software subsystem that detected the error, and <error> is the subsystem-

specific error code. Any AT commands that cannot be handled in the failure condition will terminate with 

result code 4 (“ERROR”). 

 

10.0 TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT, PLEASE CONTACT US AT 

Phone: 703-392-1136    FAX: 703-392-6795 
E-mail: contact@nalresearch.com 

 
Technical documents are also available to download on NAL Research’s website 

www.nalresearch.com under http://www.nalresearch.com/AnonymousFTPSite.html 

mailto:contact@nalresearch.com
http://www.nalresearch.com/
http://www.nalresearch.com/AnonymousFTPSite.html
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APPENDIX A: POWER CONSUMPTION OF THE 9602-N 

 This section gives users some insight to the electrical power profile of the 9602-N. It does not describe 

every situation and permutation possible. It should be used as a starting point for the users to continue their 

own development design. The actual usage profile can vary for a number of reasons: 

1. View of the sky – if in poor visibility of the sky where a clear line of sight is not available between 

the transceiver and the satellite. 

2. The higher the antenna VSWR the higher the current consumed. 

3. How often the 9602-N module is activated/deactivated by the host system computer. 

4. Manufacturing variation from transceiver to transceiver. 

 The host system designer should ensure their design covers for worst case power consumption 

scenarios. Figures below provide a graphical representation of the typical supply current profile of a 9602-N 

sending and receiving SBD messages. Figure 5 shows a typical initial in-rush current of the 9602-N during 

power up with 6VDC input. Figure 6 is the in-rush current of the 9602-N for the entire input voltage range. 

Figure 7 shows a time history plot of the current drawn by the 9602-N during standby mode. Figure 8 shows 

a time history plot of the current drawn by the 9602-N during an SBD transmission. Figure 9 shows a time 

history plot of the current drawn by the 9602-N during sleep. 
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Figure 5. In-rush current spike by 9602-N during power up at 6VDC input. 
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Figure 6. In-rush current spike by 9602-N during power up. 
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Figure 7. Current drawn by the 9602-N during standby. 
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Figure 8. Current drawn by the 9602-N during SBD. 
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Figure 9. Current drawn by the 9602-N during sleep. 
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APPENDIX B: MECHANICAL DRAWINGS OF THE 9602-N 
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APPENDIX C: STANDARDS COMPLIANCE 

 The 9602 transceiver is designed to meet the regulatory requirements for approval for FCC, Canada, 

and CE assuming an antenna with a gain of ~3 dBi and adequate shielding. The 9602 transceiver is tested to 

the regulatory and technical certifications shown in table below. 
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APPENDIX D: EXPORT COMPLIANCE INFORMATION 

 The 9602-N is controlled by the export laws and regulations of the United States of America (U.S.). It is 

the policy of NAL Research to fully comply with all U.S. export and economic sanction laws and regulations. 

The export of NAL Research products, services, hardware, software and technology must be made only in 

accordance with the laws, regulations and licensing requirements of the U.S. Government. NAL Research 

customers must also comply with these laws and regulations. Failure to comply can result in the imposition 

of fines and penalties, the loss of export privileges, and termination of your contractual agreements with 

NAL Research. 

 The export and re-export of NAL Research products and services are subject to regulation by the Export 

Administration Regulations (15 CFR 730-744), as administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce, 

Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”). See: http://www.bxa.doc.gov for further information on BIS and 

the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). Additional export restrictions are administered by the U.S. 

Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Asset Controls (“OFAC”). See: http://www.ustreas.gov/ofac 

for further information on OFAC and its requirements. 
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APPENDIX E: DESCRIPTION OF THE IRIDIUM NETWORK 

E.1 Description of the Iridium Network 

 The Iridium satellite network is owned and operated by Iridium Satellite LLC (ISLLC). It was constructed 

as a constellation of 66 satellites in low-earth orbit, terrestrial gateways and Iridium subscriber units (ISU). 

An ISU can either be an Iridium satellite phone or any of the modems. The satellites are placed in an 

approximate polar orbit at an altitude of 780 km. There are 6 polar planes populated with 11 satellites per 

orbit constituting the 66 satellite constellation. The near polar orbits of the Iridium constellation provide 

truly real-time and global coverage from pole-to-pole.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Iridium is designed to operate in the band of 1616 to 1626.5 MHz although the exact frequencies 

used depend on the local regulating authorities and issued licenses in any particular region. Each satellite 

projects 48 beams on the surface of earth, which may be viewed as providing coverage cells on the ground 

similar to terrestrial systems. Each beam is approximately 600 km in diameter. The 66-satellite constellation 

has the potential to support a total of 3,168 spot beams; however, as the satellite orbits converge at the 

poles, overlapping beams are shut down. The satellite footprint is ~4,700 km in diameter. Under each 

footprint, a satellite is power limited to ~1,100 simultaneous circuits. 

The Iridium network uses a time domain duplex (TDD) method and transmits and receives in an allotted 

time window within the frame structure. Since the system is TDD, the ISU transmit and receive in the same 

frequency band. The access technology is a FDMA/TDMA (frequency division multiple access/time division 

multiple access) method whereby an ISU is assigned a channel composed of a frequency and time slot in 

any particular beam. Channel assignments may be changed across cell/beam boundaries and is controlled 

by the satellite. The system will provide an average link margin of 13.1 dB. 
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Although there are multiple gateways, a user is registered to a single gateway. The gateways perform 

call connection setup and administrative duties such as billing and resource management. The satellite 

constellation provides connectivity between users, from a user to the Iridium system gateway, and between 

gateways. Within the Iridium network architecture, the satellites are cross-linked which allows ISU to ISU 

communication independent of gateway intervention once the call connection is established. 

There are currently two commercial Iridium gateways located in Arizona, United States and Fucino, 

Italy. The U.S. government owns and operates an Iridium gateway located in Hawaii, United States. Each 

gateway generates and controls all user information pertaining to its registered users, such as user identity, 

geo-location and billing items. The gateway also provides connectivity from the Iridium system to the 

terrestrial based networks such as the PSTN. 

E.2 Description of the Iridium Network Data Capabilities 

 For data communications, the Iridium network supports five different modes of operation as shown in 

Figure D1—dial-up data service, direct Internet connection, short-burst data (SBD), short-messaging service 

(SMS) and router-based unrestricted digital internetworking connectivity solution (RUDICS). 
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Figure D1. Iridium network data capabilities. 
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E.3 Dial-Up Data Service 

 Dial-up data service provides connectivity through the Iridium satellite network to another Iridium 

modem, to the public switch telephone network (PSTN), to the Defense Switch Network (DSN), to a remote 

LAN (e.g., a corporate network) or to an Internet Service Provider (ISP) at a nominal data rate of 2.4 

kilobits per second (Kbps). The connection time involving user authentication and handshaking (or modem 

training) can range from 15 to 30 seconds. For an Iridium-to-Iridium call, dial-up data service offers an 

additional option known as data after voice or DAV. Similar to a voice call, a DAV call is routed directly from 

one Iridium modem to another Iridium modem without going through the gateway. 

 Many desktop and laptop computers are equipped with either an internal or external modem to perform 

dial-up data applications across the landline telephone network (PSTN). On these computers, terminal 

emulator software or a dial-up networking connection can be configured to a specific modem with a phone 

number to dial, user identification and password. The modem can then be used to call another computer, a 

remote LAN or an Internet service provider as shown in Figure D2. The handshaking and protocols are 

established between the modems independent of the landline.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Iridium dial-up data service functions in much the same way as the PSTN dial-up connectivity. From 

the perspective of a computer, the Iridium modem is just another external modem. The only difference is 

that the dialed telephone number must conform to the international dialing pattern used by Iridium. When a 

data call is placed, the Iridium modem actually dials and initiates a connection with the Iridium gateway 

through the Iridium satellite constellation. Since the Iridium modem is requesting to establish a data 

connection, the switch at the gateway routes the call through another modem. The modem at the Iridium 

gateway then dials into and connects to another modem at the other end. Figure D3 illustrates how an 

Iridium dial-up data service call is routed. The handshaking and protocols established between the modems 

independent of the Iridium network.  

For those ISU-to-ISU dial-up calls where data transmission delay is critical such as the application of 

TCP/IP protocol, DAV should be considered in the design. This option eliminates the Iridium gateway once 

Figure D2. PSTN dial-up connectivity. 
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authentication and registration is completed allowing ISU-to-ISU communication without the gateway in the 

loop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E.4 Direct Internet Connection 

 The Iridium Direct Internet service allows users to connect to the Internet via the Iridium gateway 

without having to sign up with an Internet service provider. This service utilizes a dedicated Apollo Server at 

the Iridium gateway, which provides high-speed connectivity to the Internet and optimizes server-to-Iridium 

modem communications. The dial-up networking setup is similar to the dial-up networking setup for landline 

telephone. The only difference is that the dialed telephone number is an international number provided by 

Iridium. Figure B3 illustrates how Iridium Internet (NIPRNet) call is routed. 

 Direct Internet service can be enhanced using Windows-based emulated point-to-point protocol (PPP) 

called the Apollo Emulator. With the use of the Apollo Emulator software instead of Microsoft Windows® 

dial-up networking, Direct Internet service can reduce connection time and improve data throughput. In 

addition, the Apollo Emulator offers a feature called Smart ConnectTM, which manages airtime by seamlessly 

connecting and disconnecting a user through the Iridium system. Airtime charges accumulate only while the 

call is connected. Improved effective data throughput is achieved through the use of user-transparent data 

Figure D3. Iridium dial-up data service. 
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compression. The channel rate is still 2.4 Kbps. However, 10 Kbps effective throughput can be achieved 

depending on content (graphics and images will result in lower effective throughput). 

E.5 Short-Burst Data (SBD) 

 SBD is a simple and efficient bi-directional transport capability used to transfer messages with sizes 

ranging from zero (a mailbox check) to 1960 bytes. SBD takes advantage of signals within the existing air 

interface, without using the dedicated traffic channels. As a result, small amounts of data can be transferred 

more efficiently than those associated with circuit-switched data calls. Messages that originate from an 

Iridium modem can be delivered to a variety of destinations. Commonly, data are delivered across terrestrial 

communications networks (NIPRnet and Internet) to servers and applications that process data from one or 

multiple fielded Iridium modems. SBD service also supports the transfer of messages to Iridium modems, 

where messages may originate from terrestrial sources. Delivery methods and options are initially 

configured when the Iridium modem is first purchased and may be easily modified via web pages at a later 

time. 

E.6 Short Messaging Service (SMS) 

 SMS is a mechanism to deliver short data messages over the Iridium satellite network to the 

NIPRNet/Internet. Iridium SMS service incorporates a subset of the GSM SMS features. Each SMS message 

can be up to 160 text characters (7-bit coded) in length. The text characters are based on a 7-bit alphabet, 

which is encoded and transmitted as 8-bit data, hence the 140 octet (byte) maximum message size. 

 SMS service is a store and forward method of transmitting messages to and from an Iridium modem. 

The short message from the modem is stored in a central Short Message Center (SMSC) which then 

forwards it to the destination. In the case that the recipient is not available, the SMSC will attempt to deliver 

the SMS until it is delivered or the validity period expires. SMS supports a limited confirmation of message 

delivery. The sender of the short message can request to receive a return message notifying them whether 

the short message has been delivered or not. With this option, the originator gets a confirmation that the 

message was delivered to the SMSC. Unlike standard GSM, the Iridium SMS can only acknowledge that the 

message was delivered to the SMSC and not the end-destination. 

 SMS messages can be sent and received simultaneously while a voice call is in progress. This is possible 

because SMS messages travel over and above the radio channel using the signaling path, whereas the voice 

call uses a dedicated “traffic” radio channel for the duration of the call. 

E.7 RUDICS 

 RUDICS is an enhanced gateway termination and origination capability for circuit switched data calls 

across the Iridium satellite network. When an Iridium modem places a call to the RUDICS Server located at 

the Iridium Gateway, the RUDICS Server connects the call to a pre-defined IP address allowing an end-to-

end IP connection between the Host Application and the Iridium modem. There are three key benefits of 

using RUDICS over the conventional PSTN circuit switched data connectivity or mobile-to-mobile data 

solutions: (1) elimination of analog modem training time, (2) increased call connection quality, reliability, 

and maximized throughput and (3) protocol independence.  
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E.8 Iridium Geo-Location 

 The Iridium network makes calculations of the geographical location (geo-location) of an ISU each time 

a call is placed. The technique employed to determine the geo-location of an ISU is based on measurements 

of the ISU and satellite propagation delay and Doppler frequency shift. These measurements are used to 

estimate cosines of spherical angles that identify the ISU’s location relative to the satellite by the gateway. 

 The Iridium network can locate an ISU to within 10 km only about 78% of the time. The so-called error 

ellipse can have a large eccentricity with the major axis oriented in the azimuth dimension and the minor 

axis oriented in the radial dimension. The position of the ISU in the radial dimension relative to the satellite 

can almost always be determined to within 10 km with just one measurement. Errors in the azimuth 

dimension relative to the satellite are largest along the satellite’s ground path and tend to increase with 

distance from the satellite. Geo-location errors in the east-west dimension, therefore, are sometimes more 

than 100 times greater than in the north-south dimension. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 


